IMPORTANCE A deep learning system (DLS) is a machine learning technology with potential for screening diabetic retinopathy and related eye diseases.
B y 2040, it is projected that approximately 600 million people will have diabetes, with one-third expected to have diabetic retinopathy. [1] [2] [3] Screening for diabetic retinopathy, coupled with timely referral and treatment, is a universally accepted strategy for blindness prevention. 2 However, programs for screening diabetic retinopathy are challenged by issues related to implementation, availability of human assessors, and long-term financial sustainability. 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] A deep learning system (DLS) uses artificial intelligence and representation learning methods to process large data and extract meaningful patterns. 8, 9 A few DLSs have recently shown high sensitivity and specificity (>90%) in detecting referable diabetic retinopathy from retinal photographs, primarily using high-quality images from publicly available databases from homogenous populations of white individuals. [10] [11] [12] The performance of a DLS in screening for diabetic retinopathy should ideally be evaluated in clinical or population settings in which retinal images from patients of different races and ethnicities (and therefore with varying fundi pigmentation) have varying qualities (eg, due to poor pupil dilation, media opacity, poor contrast or focus). 13, 14 Furthermore, in screening programs for diabetic retinopathy, the detection of incidental but related vision-threatening eye diseases, such as glaucoma and age-related macular degeneration (AMD), should be incorporated because missing such cases is clinically unacceptable.
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The primary aim of this study was to train and validate a DLS to detect referable diabetic retinopathy, visionthreatening diabetic retinopathy, and related eye diseases (referable possible glaucoma and referable AMD) by evaluating retinal images obtained primarily from patients with diabetes in an ongoing community-based national diabetic retinopathy screening program in Singapore, with further external validation on referable diabetic retinopathy in 10 additional multiethnic datasets from different countries with diverse community-and clinic-based populations with diabetes. The secondary aim was to determine how the DLS could fit in 2 potential models of diabetic retinopathy screening-a fully automated model for communities with no existing screening programs and a semiautomated model in which referable cases from the DLS undergo a secondary assessment by human graders.
Methods
This study was approved by the centralized institutional review board (IRB) of SingHealth, Singapore (protocol SHF/FG648S/2015) and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Information on race/ethnicity was collected to evaluate the consistency of DLS diagnostic performance across races/ethnicities. Patients' informed consent was exempted by the IRB because of the retrospective nature of study using fully anonymized retinal images.
Training Datasets of the DLS
The DLS for referable diabetic retinopathy was developed and trained using retinal images of patients with diabetes who participated in the ongoing Singapore National Diabetic Retinopathy Screening Program (SIDRP) between 2010 and 2013 (SIDRP 2010 -2013 ; Table 1 and Table 2 ). The SIDRP was established from 2010, progressively covered all 18 primary care clinics across Singapore, and screened half of the diabetes population by 2015.
16 SIDRP uses digital retinal photography, a tele-ophthalmology platform, and assessment of diabetic retinopathy by a team of trained professional graders. For each patient, 2 retinal photographs (optic disc and fovea) were taken of each eye. All trained graders received 3 to 6 months of training before certification and underwent annual reaccreditation. Specifically for this study, in the training set (SIDRP 2010 (SIDRP -2013 , each retinal image was analyzed by 2 trained senior certified nonmedical professional graders (>5 years' experience) 17 ; if there were discordant findings between the nonmedical professional graders, arbitration was performed by a retinal specialist (PhD-trained with >5 years' experience in conducting diabetic retinopathy assessment) to generate final grading. For referable possible glaucoma and AMD, the DLS was trained using images from SIDRP 2010-2013 and several additional population-and clinic-based studies of patients with glaucoma and AMD (Table 1 ; eTable 1 in the Supplement). [17] [18] [19] [20] 22, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Architecture of the DLS The DLS consisted of a convolutional neural network to implicitly recognize characteristics of referable diabetic retinopathy, possible glaucoma, and AMD from the appearance in retinal images. Training of the DLS entailed exposure of multiple examples of retinal images (with and without each of the 3 conditions) to the neural networks, allowing the networks to gradually adapt their weight parameters to model and differentiate between conditions. Once the training was complete, the DLS could be used to classify unseen images. Technical details are shown in eFigure 1 in the Supplement.
Validation Datasets
Details of validation datasets are described in Table 1 . For diabetic retinopathy, the primary validation dataset was the same SIDRP among patients seen between 2014 and 2015 (SIDRP 2014 -2015 . The primary analysis was to determine if the DLS was equivalent or better than 2 trained senior nonmedical professional graders (>5 years' experience) currently employed in the SIDRP in detecting referable diabetic retinopathy and vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy, with reference to a retinal specialist (>5 years' experience in diabetic retinopathy grading). The DLS was then externally validated using 10 additional multiethnic cohorts of participants with diabetes from different settings (community, population-based, and clinicbased) . A range of retinal cameras were used, and assessment of diabetic retinopathy was facilitated by retinal specialists, general ophthalmologists, trained nonmedical professional graders, or optometrists across the cohorts (Table 1 
Reference Standards
For the primary validation dataset (SIDRP 2014 (SIDRP -2015 , the reference standard was grading by a retinal specialist (>5 years' experience in conducting diabetic retinopathy assessment) who was masked to the grading of the trained nonmedical professional graders. For all other retinal images from the 10 external validation datasets, reference standards were based on individual studies' assessment of diabetic retinopathy, which was based on retinal specialists, general ophthalmologists, trained nonmedical professional graders, or optometrists ( Table 1 ). The DLS performance for identifying referable diabetic retinopathy in the 10 external validation datasets was compared against these reference standards. For the analysis on referable possible glaucoma and referable AMD, the reference standard was the retinal specialist (Table 1) .
Statistical Analysis
Initially the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of DLS was calculated on the training dataset of the SIDRP 2010-2013 across a range of classification thresholds, and one was selected that achieved a predetermined optimal sensitivity of 90% for detecting referable diabetic retinopathy, vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy, referable possible glaucoma, and referable AMD. For diabetic retinopathy screening, international guidelines recommended a minimum sensitivity of 60% (Australia) to 80% (United Kingdom). 32, 33 In Singapore, the DLS sensitivity was preset at 90% based on the trained professional graders' past performances and criteria set by the Ministry of Health, Singapore. The hypothesis determined was that the DLS was at least comparable to the professional graders' performance. Primary analysis was to evaluate the performance of the DLS in the setting of the ongoing SIDRP 2014-2015 (the primary validation set) by determining whether the DLS was equivalent or superior to professional graders in the screening program. Thus, the AUC, sensitivity, and specificity of the DLS vs the professional graders in detecting referable diabetic retinopathy and vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy was computed to the reference standard (retinal specialist) at individual-eye levels.
Next, the following subsidiary analyses were performed: (1) the analyses were repeated excluding patients who appeared in both the SIDRP 2010-2013 training set and the primary validation set of SIDRP 2014-2015 (n = 6291 seen more than once in SIDRP), with the patient treated as having referable diabetic retinopathy if either eye had referable diabetic retinopathy; (2) performance of the DLS was evaluated using higher-quality images with no media opacity (eg, cataracts) as noted by professional graders; (3) AUC subgroups were computed stratified by age, sex, and glycemic control; and (4) the analysis was repeated by calculating the AUC, sensitivity, and specificity of the DLS and the proportion of concordant and discordant eyes on the 10 external validation datasets, compared with the reference standards in these studies (retinal specialists, general ophthalmologists, trained graders, or optometrists; Table 1 ).
The DLS performance was then evaluated in detection of referable possible glaucoma and referable AMD, with reference to a retinal specialist, using the primary validation dataset (SIDRP 2014 (SIDRP -2015 . For a secondary aim, an examination of how the DLS could fit in 2 potential diabetic retinopathy screening models was performed: a fully-automated model for communities with no existing screening programs, vs a semiautomated model in which referable cases from the DLS have a secondary assessment by human graders-a method currently used in some communities and countries (eg, United States, United Kingdom, and Singapore) (eFigure 2 in the Supplement). [32] [33] [34] [35] For this analysis, in the fully-automated model, eyes were considered referable if any one of the 3 conditions (referable diabetic retinopathy, referable possible glaucoma, or referable AMD) were present. In the semiautomated model, eyes classified as referable by the DLS would undergo a secondary assessment by trained professional graders to reclassify eyes if necessary. For semiautomated models, evaluation was made of the proportion of images requiring secondary assessment when presetting the DLS sensitivity threshold at 90%, 95%, and 99% in detection of referable status. Cluster-bootstrap, biased-corrected, asymptotic 2-sided 95% CIs adjusted for clustering by patients were calculated and presented for proportions (sensitivity, specificity) and AUC, respectively. In a few exceptional cases with estimate of sensitivity at the boundary of 100%, the exact Clopper-Pearson method was used instead to obtain CI estimates.
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All hypotheses tested were 2-sided, and a P value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant. No adjustment for multiple comparisons was made because the study was restricted to a small number of planned comparisons. All analyses were performed using Stata version 14 (StataCorp).
Results
From a total of 494 661 retinal images, the DLS was trained for detection of referable diabetic retinopathy (using 76 370 images), referable possible glaucoma (using 125 189 images), and referable AMD (using 72 610 images); performance of the DLS was evaluated using 112 648 images for detection of referable diabetic retinopathy, 71 896 images for referable possible glaucoma, and 35 948 images for referable AMD. All images were assembled between January 2016 and March 2017 (Table 1) , the DLS training was completed in May 2016, and validation was completed in May 2017. Among 76 370 images in the training dataset, 11.7% demonstrated any diabetic retinopathy, 5.3% referable diabetic retinopathy, and 1.5% vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy. In the primary validation dataset, estimates were 8.0% for having any diabetic retinopathy, 3.0% for referable diabetic retinopathy, and 0.6% for vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy (n = 71 896 images). In the 10 external validation datasets, estimates were 35.3% for any diabetic retinopathy, 15.4% for referable diabetic retinopathy, and 3.4% for visionthreatening diabetic retinopathy (n = 40 752 images; Table 2 ). For possible glaucoma, 2630 images (1907 eyes) were considered referable; for AMD, 2900 images (1017 eyes) were considered referable (eTable 1 in the Supplement).
The overall patients demographics, diabetes history, and systemic risk factors of the training and validation datasets are listed in Table 3 ( SIDRP 2010 -2013 and SIDRP 2014 -2015 , primary validation set) and eTable 2 in the Supplement (10 external validation datasets for referable diabetic retinopathy and training datasets for referable possible glaucoma and referable AMD).
The diagnostic performance of the DLS as compared with trained professional graders, both with reference to the retinal specialist standard using this primary validation dataset, is shown in Table 4 . The AUC of the DLS was 0.936 for referable diabetic retinopathy and 0.958 for vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy (Figure 1) . Sensitivity of the DLS in detecting referable diabetic retinopathy was comparable with that of trained graders (90.5% vs 91.1%; P = .68), although the graders had higher specificity (91.6% vs 99.3%; P < .001) ( Table 4 ; Figure 1 ). For vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy, the DLS had higher sensitivity compared with trained graders (100% vs 88.5%; P < .001), but lower specificity (91.1% vs 99.6%; P < .001). Among eyes with referable diabetic retinopathy, the sensitivity of diabetic macular edema was 92.1% for the DLS and 98.2% for professional graders. Five subsidiary analyses were performed. First, the DLS showed similar diagnostic performance in 8589 unique patients of SIDRP 2014-2015 (with no overlap with training set) as in the primary analysis (eTable 3 in the Supplement). Second, in a subset of 97.4% eyes (n = 35 055) with excellent retinal image quality (no media opacity), the AUC of the DLS for referable diabetic retinopathy increased to 0.949 (95% CI, 0.940-0.957); for vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy, it increased to 0.970 (0.968-0.973). Third, the DLS showed comparable performance in different subgroups of patients stratified by age, sex, and glycemic control ( Figure 2) . Fourth, the DLS showed clinically acceptable performance (sensitivity ≥90%) for referable diabetic retinopathy with respect to multiethnic populations of different communities, clinics, and settings ( Table 5) . Among the 10 external validation datasets, the AUC of referable diabetic retinopathy ranged from 0.889 to 0.983. The DLS showed clinically acceptable AUCs of greater than 0.90 for different cameras (eg, FundusVue, Canon, Topcon, and Carl Zeiss). Most datasets (except for Singapore Chinese, Malay, and Indian patients) had more than 80% concordance between the DLS and trained professional graders, with sensitivity of more 
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Machine Learning Screen for Diabetic Retinopathy and Other Eye Diseases than 91% in the eyes classified as referable by retinal specialists, general ophthalmologists, trained graders, or optometrists (Table 5 ). Fifth, for referable possible glaucoma, the AUC of the DLS was 0.942 (95% CI, 0.929-0.954), sensitivity was 96.4% (95% CI, 81.7%-99.9%), and specificity was 87.2% (86.8%-87.5%); for referable AMD, the AUC was 0.931 (95% CI, 0.928-0.935), sensitivity was 93.2% (95% CI, 91.1%-99.8%) and specificity was 88.7% (95% CI, 88.3%-89.0%) (Figure 3) .
For the secondary aim, we evaluated the performance of the DLS in 2 diabetic retinopathy screening models (eFigure 2 in the Supplement): the fully-automated model had sensitivity of 93.0% (95% CI, 91.5%-94.3%) and specificity of 77.5% (95% CI, 77.0%-77.9%) to detect overall referable cases (referable diabetic retinopathy, possible glaucoma, or AMD), while the semiautomated model (DLS followed by graders) had sensitivity of 91.3% (95% CI, 89.7%-92.8%) and specificity of 99.5% (95% CI, 99.5%-99.6%) to detect overall referable status. The performance of different semiautomated models with a preset sensitivity threshold of 90%, 95%, and 99% are shown in eTable 4 in the Supplement.
Discussion
In this evaluation of nearly half a million of images from multiethnic community, population-based and clinical datasets, the DLS had high sensitivity and specificity for identifying referable diabetic retinopathy and visionthreatening diabetic retinopathy, as well as for identifying related eye diseases, including referable possible glaucoma and referable age-related macular degeneration. The performance of the DLS was comparable and clinically acceptable to the current model based on assessment of retinal images by trained professional graders and showed consistency in 10 external validation datasets of multiple ethnicities and settings, using diverse reference standards in assessment of diabetic retinopathy by professional graders, optometrists, or retinal specialists. This study also examined how the DLS could be deployed in 2 common diabetic retinopathy screening models: a "fully-automated" screening model that showed clinically acceptable performance to detect all 3 conditions, useful in communities without any existing diabetic retinopathy screening programs; and a "semi-automated" model in which diabetic retinopathy screening programs using trained professional graders already exist, and the DLS could be incorporated.
There have been previous studies of automated software for diabetic retinopathy screening 14, 37, 38 ; most recent ones used a DLS. [10] [11] [12] Gulshan et al 10 reported a DLS with high sensitivity and specificity (>90%) and an AUC of 0.99 for referable diabetic retinopathy using approximately 10 000 images retrieved from 2 publicly available databases (EyePAC-1 and Messidor-2). Similarly, Gargeya and Leng
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showed optimal DLS diagnostic performance in detecting any diabetic retinopathy using 2 other public databases (Messidor-2 and E-Ophtha). To facilitate translation, it is important to develop and test the DLS in clinical scenarios using diverse retinal images of varying quality from different camera types and in representative diabetic retinopathy screening populations. 13 The current study therefore substantially added to other current studies. First, the DLS was trained to also detect other related eye diseases including referable possible glaucoma and referable AMD in addition to diabetic retinopathy. Second, the training and validation data sets were substantially larger (nearly Abbreviations: AUC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; DLS, deep learning system. a For study locations and race/ethnicity data, see Table 1 . Referable diabetic retinopathy was defined as moderate nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy, severe, proliferative diabetic retinopathy, and ungradable images.
b Cluster-bootstrap, biased-corrected 95% CI was computed for each area under the curve, with individual patients as the bootstrap sampling clusters.
c Asymptotic 95% CI was computed for the logit of each proportion and using the cluster sandwich estimator of standard error to account for possible dependency of eyes within each individual.
d DLS+ and grader+ indicates positive concordance; DLS− and grader−, negative concordance. Last column reports total concordance (sum of these 2 values).
e Exact Clopper-Pearson left-sided 97.5% CI was calculated owing to estimate being at the boundary. 500 000 images) and included images from patients of diverse racial and ethnic groups (ie, darker fundus pigmentation in African American and Indian individuals to lighter fundus in white individuals). The DLS showed consistent diagnostic performance across images of varying quality and different camera types, and across patients with varying systemic glycemic control level. Third, primary validation of the DLS was conducted in an ongoing diabetic retinopathy screening program in which there were poorer quality images, including ungradable ones. This results in somewhat lower performance of the DLS (AUC, 0.936) than the system by Gulshan et al that used higher-quality images.
10 Fourth, this study also had fewer cases of severe disease (eg, vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy, referable possible glaucoma, and referable AMD), but this is more representative of populations for routine diabetic retinopathy screening.
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To ensure no degradation in health outcomes, a threshold was set to ensure false-negative rates were no worse than human assessment by trained professional graders. Although the results suggest that professional nonmedical graders may outperform the DLS (with high specificity of 99% for referable diabetic retinopathy and vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy), given the very low marginal cost of the DLS, the low prevalence rate of the conditions in the target screening population (<5%), and equality in health outcomes, the DLS could be used with a semiautomated model in which firstline screening with the DLS is followed by human assessment for patients who test positive. This will allow increasing screening episodes with lower cost and no degradation in health outcomes.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the training set was not developed entirely based on the retinal specialists' grading for all images. Although the reference standard in the primary validation dataset used grading by a retinal specialist, reference standards for the external datasets were based on varying assessment by retinal specialists, general ophthalmologists, trained graders, or optometrists. The performance of the DLS may potentially be further improved if all images in the training and validation data sets had criterion standard references evaluated by the retinal specialists. Nevertheless, the diagnostic performance of the DLS remained clinically acceptable and highly reproducible in both the primary validation data set and in the 10 external datasets in which the reference standards vary depending on whether the images were evaluated by retinal specialists (African American, Mexican, Hong Kong Chinese), general ophthalmologists (Beijing Chinese), optometrists (Hong Kong Chinese) or professional nonmedical graders (the remaining datasets) from the different countries (Table 5) .
Second, the DLS uses multiple levels of representation to analyze each retinal image without showing the actual diabetic retinopathy lesions (eg, microaneurysms, retinal hemorrhages). These data points can possibly be the shape or contour of the optic disc or tortuosity or caliber of the retinal vessels. Such black-box issues may have an effect on physicians' acceptance for clinical use.
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Third, identification of diabetic macular edema from fundus photographs may not identify all cases appropriately without clinical examination and optical coherence tomography.
Conclusions
In this evaluation of retinal images from multiethnic cohorts of patients with diabetes, the DLS had high sensitivity and specificity for identifying diabetic retinopathy and related eye diseases. Further research is necessary to evaluate the applicability of the DLS in health care settings and the utility of the DLS to improve vision outcomes. Patients were the units of analysis (n=8,589). These were the new patients who attended SiDRP between 2014 and 15 for the first time and had no previous visit between 2010 and 2013. DR: Diabetic retinopathy ^ Asymptotic 95% confidence interval was computed for the logit of each proportion # Exact Clopper-Pearson left-sided 97.5% confidence interval was calculated due to estimate being at the boundary + Asymptotic 95% confidence interval was computed for each AUC * Referable DR was defined as one of the eyes with at least moderate non-proliferative DR (NPDR), severe (NPDR), proliferative DR (PDR) or 'un-gradable' ** Vision-threatening DR was defined as severe non-proliferative DR and PDR P value was calculated between DLS vs graders using the McNemar's test Eyes rated 'un-gradable' are treated as referable status In patients with information in one eye missing, the other eye is used solely to determine referable status The sensitivity of DLS in detection of DME amongst referable DR eyes = 97.71 (93.04 to 99.27)
The DLS is composed of eight convolutional neural networks (CNNs), all using an adaptation of the VGGNet architecture: 1 (a) an ensemble of two networks for the classification of DR severity, (ii) an ensemble of two networks for the identification of referable possible glaucoma (iii) an ensemble of two networks for the identification of referable AMD, (iv) one network to assess image quality; and (v) one network to reject invalid non-retinal images. While various network architectures such as Inception and deep residual networks have been employed, VGGNet was employed as it had been demonstrated to produce state-of-the-art performance on the classification of retina images, when our experiments were first conceptualized. The training of a CNN to model DR is achieved by presenting the network with batches of labeled training images. The CNN then incrementally learns the key characteristics of images belonging to each class. We trained multiple CNNs and obtained an image score by assembling the individual CNN scores. Likewise, the eye-level classification is produced using all available images of an eye that are of acceptable quality, and apply score thresholds determined from the training data.
As a preparatory step, each retinal photograph is first automatically segmented to extract only the retina disc. This circular region of interest is then uniformly rescaled to fit a standardized square template of dimension 512x512 pixels (a). The RGB values of the template image are then input as the three channels of the first layer of the relevant CNNs.
A CNN layer consists of many nodes (neurons) that may be arranged in multiple feature maps of the same type (input map, convolutional map, max-pooling). The template image (a) will enter the input map (b), first layer of the network that directly represent the pixel values of the template image. These values are propagated to the convolutional maps (c) in the next layer via a convolution operation whereby the value of each node in the source feature map is convolved over a trained weight kernel. We end the series of convolutional maps (d) with a 2x2 max-pooling layer that effectively down-samples the feature dimensions by a factor of two. These layers form a network module, as enclosed by a red dashed box in eFigure1.
A deep CNN consists of a succession of such network modules where the processing takes place strictly in sequential order where the 2x2 max-pooling layer from an earlier module serve as the inputs to the next module. The series of modules terminates when the features output to the fully-connected layer (e) where each circle represents a network node. Standard ReLU rectification and dropout layers are then applied, before a final softmax output layer that contains one output node (f) for each class trained for.
For the classification of DR severity, an ensemble of two convolutional networks was used. One network was provided the original images as input, while the other network was provided locally contrast-normalized images (g). The output nodes of each network were indexed according to increasing severity of DR class, from 0 to 4. This allows the predicted DR severity to be represented by a single scalar value, by summing the product of the value of each output node, with its index. The final DR severity score is then the mean of the outputs of the two convolutional networks. Classification of test images is then achieved by thresholding the DR severity score for desired sensitivity/specificity performance, as estimated from the validation set. For the purposes of this paper, a threshold of 0.70 was selected as being adequate for screening purposes. For the classification of AMD and glaucoma severity, a similar procedure was followed, except that each of these conditions admits only three severity classes, from 0 to 2. A threshold of 0.70 was selected for AMD, and 0.70 for glaucoma.
The training procedure for each convolutional network involves repeatedly randomly sampling a batch of images from the training set, together with their ground truth classification. The weight values of the convolutional network are then adjusted by gradient descent, which incrementally improves the general association between images of a certain class, and the value of their corresponding output node. Concurrently, the convolutional network automatically learns useful features at each scale represented by its models, from the smallest-possible pixel level, to scales approaching that of the original input. To expose the convolutional network to additional plausible input feature variations, we apply a limited family of transformations to the input images, involving mirroring, rotation, and scaling by a small degree. Each network was trained approximately to the convergence of its performance, on a small held-out validation set.
Additionally, convolutional networks were trained to reject images for insufficient image quality, as well as for being invalid input (i.e. not being a retinal image). For the latter model, a broad variety of natural images was used as the negative class, in training. Images rejected by either of these models are considered as being recommended for further referral, for the purposes of computing the experimental results. Once an image is analyzed, a report will be generated for the users. Figure 1A shows the fully automated system: All retinal images are analyzed by the DLS. The eye will be considered referable if there is presence of one of the three conditions: referable DR, referable possible glaucoma (GS) and referable age-related macular degeneration (AMD). No human graders are needed. Figure 1B shows the "semiautomated" system: All retinal images are analyzed in initially by DLS, followed by secondary manual grading by a professional grader to reclassify the eyes considered referable.
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